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THE PROBLEM

AcAccording to informaon provided by ONCE, the Spanish organizaon specialized in disability, 80% of the informa-

on necessary for the development of every-day life involves the sense of sight. In Lan America, less than 1% of 

published books are available in accessible formats. For blind people or people with visual problems, the lack of 

adapted books implies difficules to access educaonal material in school and university, together with difficules 

to access recreaonal materials. The root of the problem is mainly the disadvantages to which visually impaired 

people are exposed.

THE STRATEGY

PPablo resorts to the development of a network as the core of his work, and all his advocacy work provided him 

with a lot of knowledge and many contacts in the area. On the one hand, through the library which puts togeth-

er resources from each person and instuons and on the other hand, through the network which is the place 

of meeng and exchange between visually disabled people who share experiences which empower them and 

strengthens their autonomy.  The lack of public policies in relaon to this (and the large size of the Argenne ter-

ritory) makes access to opportunies notably lower in the provinces. Therefore, Tiflonexos developed a program 

of access to literature called Access Points, which facilitates the creaon of entry spaces to the virtual library and 

to all the plaorms that Tiflonexos offer, such as scholarships, training, job offers, and debate lists from users

THE IMPACT

Through Tiflonexos, Pablo created a global network of more than 9000 users from different places who access the da-

tabase of adapted books and who also parcipate in the development of the Library (Tiflolibros, which turned out to 

be the first project of the organizaon), the addion of new accessible books, and in other projects related to auton-

omy. With me, Tiflonexos became a reference organizaon regarding adapted reading material focusing on the user, 

their contexts, needs and possibilies. Daily, an average of 420 books are downloaded, which makes study and access 

tto informaon easier for thousands of users. the library offers free access to more than 60,000 books and that more 

than 2,500 new books are added every year. Today there are 11 Access Points in different provinces, managed in col-

laboraon with local organizaons trained by Tiflonexos. Those spaces also provide internet access, computers and 

accessible soware based on exisng local resources and what local users need. All adapted materials produced by 

Tiflonexos cost 10 mes less than the average price. Apart from individuals, 400 organizaons related to the disability 

with which thwith which they make projects and opportunies for users are subscribed.In order to facilitate the incorporaon of 

new materials and to spread the importance of accessible reading, Pablo entered into agreements with 40 editorials 

which he trains on the key steps of the accessibility process such as design, wring and format

SUSTAINABILITY

Tiflonexos has a hybrid model

TIFLONEXOS, ARGENTINA
Creang a global community of visually impaired readers which, by using inno-
vave and free tools supported by technology, is replacing the paradigm of de-
pendency for the one of autonomy of blind people
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